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LPC Series  |  The Revolutionary Dimplex Linear Proportional Convector



Let dramatic savings and  
brilliant design redefine  
your home comfort.



Compact LPC Series offer heat that fits. 

Discover true home comfort with  
the new LPC Series, and save. 
Experience convenience you’ve never imagined. Each LPC features an  
on-board thermostat, with built-in transceiver, which can operate wirelessly  
with a wall-mounted remote control. Plus, the compact design allows  
you to maximize your living space, with convenient lengths from 20" to 60"  
(including wattages from 500W to 2500W).

Enjoy real energy savings and enhanced temperature control through the precision 
electronic thermostat. Our innovative technology gives you a more compact, better 
performing heater that also offers a new level of floor plan flexibility.

 

Save on energy 
costs with our 
smaller, smarter 
heaters!



Relax with wireless remote control operation
The optional wireless remote control can operate one or more heaters, with a simple snap 
installation into a décor-style wall plate**. The built-in radio frequency transceiver eliminates  
the need to run wires.

Whole home comfort is yours!
LPC convectors communicate through radio frequency to provide whole home comfort. 
Install one remote control for multiple units and maintain a precise temperature throughout 
your home. Or, use multiple controls to set desired temperatures in different rooms, saving 
energy costs with zonal heating. 

LPC radio frequency communication
*Up to   
**Not included

Save an incredible 33%* on energy usage
Remarkably, the LPC Series consume up to 33% less energy  
by heat proportioning (they don’t heat up and cool down  
like conventional baseboards). The precision electronic  
thermostat accurately proportions the heat output to maintain  
the temperature of the micro-zone around it.

Not only will you save on energy costs, but you will also  
enjoy a consistent room temperature to within 0.5° C (0.9° F).

Precision electronic thermostat33%* 
savings

Reduced energy



Faster heat with all-new design
Both its compact size and top discharge design  
deliver dramatically faster heating. LPC Series move  
a concentrated heat flow into your room 40%* faster  
than conventional baseboards.

Smart design reduces heat loss
A revolutionary element design generates rapid heat flow  
to reduce heat loss into the wall by 10%*. The new 
shark-fin element quickly guides heat out of the heater to 
maximize room heating rather than warming the heater itself.

Smaller | Faster | Smarter  The Dimplex Linear Proportional Convector

Enjoy more wall space  
than ever before
LPC Series are up to 42%* smaller  
than conventional baseboard heaters,  
so you have more flexibility with  
furniture placement than ever before.  
Plus, the contoured design and  
slim profile suit any décor and  
minimize intrusion.

Wattage
Traditional 

Baseboards

 
LPC 

Series Reduction

500 28.5" 20" 30%

750 38.5" 25" 35%

1000 49" 30" 39%

1250 56" 35" 38%

1500 67" 40" 40%

2000 85" 50" 41%

2500 103" 60" 42%

In addition to significant energy savings, LPC Series require  
fewer raw materials, packaging materials and shipping space.  
A better choice for our environment.

Quick comfort via rapid airflow

*Up to   
**Not included

Smaller
Faster
Smarter

Greener

Shark fin element design



 
Cat. No.

 
Watts

 
Volts

Length  
in./mm

PC2005W11 500 120 20/508

PC2005W21 500 208 20/508

PC2005W31 500/375 240/208 20/508

PC2005W51 500 347 20/508

PC2507W11 750 120 25/635

PC2507W21 750 208 25/635

PC2507W31 750/563 240/208 25/635

PC2507W51 750 347 25/635

PC3010W11 1000 120 30/762

PC3010W21 1000 208 30/762

PC3010W31 1000/750 240/208 30/762

PC3010W51 1000 347 30/762

PC3512W11 1250 120 35/889

 
Cat. No.

 
Watts

 
Volts

Length  
in./mm

PC3512W21 1250 208 35/889

PC3512W31 1250/938 240/208 35/889

PC3512W51 1250 347 35/889

PC4015W11 1500 120 40/1016

PC4015W21 1500 208 40/1016

PC4015W31 1500/1125 240/208 40/1016

PC4015W51 1500 347 40/1016

PC5020W21 2000 208 50/1270

PC5020W31 2000/1500 240/208 50/1270

PC5020W51 2000 347 50/1270

PC6025W21 2500 208 60/1524

PC6025W31 2500/1875 240/208 60/1524

PC6025W51 2500 347 60/1524

LPC Series Ordering Guide
 
Cat. No.

 
Description

 
Colour

DPCRWS Wall mounted 
remote control with 
RF transceiver

White

MPDPCRWS* White wall mounted remote control 
with RF set point – bulk
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Specifications, finishes and dimensions are subject to change and should be taken as a guide only.© 2011 Dimplex North America Limited Made in Canada

Dimplex is committed to better solutions through innovation, quality and customer service. New product 
development has long been a hallmark of Dimplex North America, with over 30 patents in electric 
heating innovation and others pending including three for the LC/LPC Series. All product research and 
development, as well as manufacturing of the new LC and LPC Series, is based in Canada.

*Available through electrical distributors only.


